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Ronnefeldt offers premium tea qualities from the best tea gardens in the world, to be enjoyed at breakfast, 

on the road, during a conference, a business lunch, a high tea in the afternoon or when relaxing in the  

evening. The hand-picked tea leaves (two leaves and one bud) are processed with the greatest care. This 

is why Ronnefeldt teas have such an outstanding quality and unique flavour. Moreover, these teas are easy 

to prepare. No matter whether you are serving loose leaf tea or pre-portioned varieties for tea pots or 

cups, we are offering you individual solutions for every occasion. Our range of products includes first-class 

solutions for tea and its presentation, geared to the hospitality and catering industries. You can also enjoy 

the superb quality of Ronnefeldt teas in your office or in selected bakery outlets. Our Ronnefeldt tea 

consultants are always available as your competent partners. They are helping you to create your tea solutions, 

and they are ready to conduct regular trainings for your service staff, showing the best ways of handling 

and preparing tea. They are also able to stage impressive tea ceremonies in your house.  

Discover our versatile presentation options, perfectly matched to your standards and requirements.

                          Sincerely yours,

It s̓ always tea time!
Your individual tea solutions from Ronnefeldt

Jan-Berend Holzapfel 

- Owner -
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SimpliciTea®
A small capsule, but great tea
SimpliciTea® is the easy and quick way to prepare a good cup of tea. Our tea  
capsules promise supreme enjoyment to your guests – in reliable Ronnefeldt quality.  
Experience modern-style tea preparation with SimpliciTea®!

Loose Tea
The perfect tea pleasure 
Loose tea provides greatest enjoyment, richness of aroma and diversity.
Whether it is black, oolong, green or white tea, herbal or fruit infusion, an
exquisite range of classic or flavoured varieties is waiting for your discerning
guests.

Tea-Caddy®

Leaf tea perfectly portioned for the teapot 
It tastes like leaf tea, and it is leaf tea but comes ready portioned for the teapot –
the Tea-Caddy®, created by Ronnefeldt. The large filter gives the tea leaves room
for unfolding and releasing their full flavour.

LeafCup®
Leaf tea perfectly portioned for the teacup 
We also offer carefully processed leaf teas as an easy solution for teacups or
mugs. The leaf tea comes in a filter large enough for the tea leaves to rapidly
and completely unfurl and release their unique flavour.  

Teavelope®
Tea bag with aroma protection 
This attractive tea bag is packaged in a protective sachet, keeping fragrance
and aroma in and moisture out and allowing the tea to retain its subtle nuances and
natural flavours. Make use of these special Ronnefeldt benefits: large-pored filter
paper for maximum immersion in water, a knotted string without metal clips, and
a great number of varieties offered for your guests.

Our assortment of tea
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6 Quality and Sustainability

By providing only the best products in an unvarying quality Ronnefeldt has achieved 

greatness in the tea world. The result is remarkable: an excellent tea with a wonderful 

taste, carefully plucked, processed, stored, prepared and freshly served, in true  

Ronnefeldt quality since 1823. Perfection in preparing and serving is also required for 

the perfect cup of tea. This is why we provide you with premium tea qualities as  

well as ideal solutions for storage and display, thus supporting the service staff in your 

hotel and helping to increase your tea sales. Furthermore, our brand stands for  

sustainability along the entire value chain of our product. For Ronnefeldt as a supplier 

of the natural product tea, sustainable behavior is more than a temporary fashion; it 

has been an established process of our daily work for nearly 200 years now.  

Sustainable economic management means for us to combine aspects of social and 

environmental responsibility with our economic interests.

Excellent tea – since 1823

Quality and
Sustainability

Memberships

   THIE – Tea & Herbal Infusions Europe association, Deutscher 
Teeverband e.V. und WKF – Wirtschaftsvereinigung Kräuter- 
und Früchtetee e.V.. As members we are committed to 
carrying out consistent quality inspections in the areas 
of sensory, visual and analytical tests.

   Ethical Tea Partnership (ETP), a non-profit organization
working for better social standards of employees in tea
gardens and for the improvement of the ecological situation
in the tea growing areas. The standards of ETP are harmonized 
with those of Fair Trade, Rainforest Alliance and UTZ.
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Premium quality through utmost diligence

Expertise for the selection of tea gardens
   Criteria such as location, quality of the raw product,  

methods of cultivation, ecological approach as well  
as management strategies. 

Controlled purchasing
   Quality checks throughout the entire production chain.

Most important: Orthodox methods of tea production
   Excellent loose leaf teas can be only produced with  

orthodox/traditional methods.

   High levels of craftsmanship, sensitivity and experience. 

   Fresh, hand-picked tea leaves (two leaves and one bud) 
of the best harvest periods. 

   Careful and gentle processing at all levels of production. 

From Tea Tasting to Tea Testing
   Sensory analysis of tea samples: Assessment of the dry 

tea leaf, the infusion and the brewed leaves, followed by:

    Analytical tests in independent, certified laboratories.

Social responsibility

Perspectives for a better future: Education for children 
Since 2010 we have supported the award-winning foundation  
Childaid Network. In 2007 the married couple Dr. Brigitta 
Cladders and Dr. Martin Kasper established the foundation, 
with the purpose of creating better living conditions for 
children in need in Northeast India. Through networking with 
other organizations Childaid Network has been committed 
to provide education and vocational training to children 
and young people in the poorest regions of the world. The 
exemplary projects of the foundation are located in Assam / 
Northeast India, in Nepal, Laos and Bangladesh.

Within a few years the Kinderhilfswerk für Bildung (Children’s 
Fund for Education) has laid the foundations for giving thous-
ands of children and young people education in schools and 
craft enterprises. The longterm commitment of Ronnefeldt 
also helps families to manage their own small tea gardens.

Go to www.childaid.net to find out more.

Sustainability
What is the focus of our efforts?

   We promote organic tea cultivation. This is why we are 
able to supply our partners in the hospitality industry 
with a great variety of teas in certified organic quality. 

   The majority of our packaging is made of renewable 
and recycled raw materials.

   The filter papers for our pre-portioned teas are made of 
Abaca, a sustainable raw material from a fiber of the  
banana plant.

    Our Tea Tasters and buyers are regularly evaluating our 
partners in tea growing countries and in the logistics 
chain to ensure high social standards and sustainable 
management.

   Our entire electricity demand is covered by 100 percent 
renewable energy sources.

   In our production processes residual waste has been  
reduced to a bare minimum.
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True tea connoisseurs prefer loose tea because it perfectly captures  

nature’s wonderful diversity, richness of aromas and subtlety. 

The number of varieties is almost endless, and savouring tea is a little  

like enjoying wine. The way it is processed, the time when it is  

plucked and the shape of its leaves give each tea its unique flavour.  

Soil and climate also leave their imprint on the character of a tea.

Exquisite teas only grow in areas where perfect climatic conditions are 

combined with cultivation methods that have developed from a  

long tradition. There are only a few regions in the world that beautifully  

meet these conditions: India with Assam and Darjeeling, Sri Lanka  

(Ceylon), China and Taiwan (Formosa) are among the most famous tea  

growing countries.

Ronnefeldt offers you a fine selection of exclusive teas from around the 

world for your discerning guests.

A world of pleasure

Loose Tea 
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Black tea 

  6860 2     2 – 3 min.

 Spring Darjeeling**
India · FTGFOP · Spring
A first plucking from the southern slopes of the Himalayas.
Premium tea with a gentle and delicately flowery aroma. 
Ingredient: black tea*
250 g aroma protection sachet (4 sachets per sales unit) 

  6870 2     3 – 4 min.

 Darjeeling** Summer Gold
India · FTGFOP · Summer
This outstanding summer plucking has a flowery elegance 
and a deliciously well-balanced aroma. 
Ingredient: black tea*
250 g aroma protection sachet (4 sachets per sales unit) 

  6820 2     3 – 4 min.

 Assam Bari 
 Irish Breakfast

India · GFBOP · Summer
An extravagant broken with a multitude of golden tips  
and the richest of aromas: strong, spicy and malty.  
Ingredient: black tea
250 g aroma protection sachet (4 sachets per sales unit) 

  20560 2     3 – 4 min.

 Assam Rambung
India · TGFOP1 · Summer
From one of the first organic tea gardens: a strong, malty  
and spicy tea with a pleasantly rounded flavour. 
Ingredient: black tea*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20520 2     3 – 4 min.

 English Morning Tea
India · FOP · Spring
A medium-strong, aromatic organic tea from Nilgiri, the blue 
mountains of southern India. Fans of Ceylon tea will love its 
lively citrus note. 
Ingredient: black tea*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  6790 2     3 – 4 min.

 Ostfriesen Broken Auslese
India · GFBOP · Summer
Selected assams impart a deliciously intensive flavour  
to this classic tea. 
Ingredient: black tea
250 g aroma protection sachet (4 sachets per sales unit) 

  19800 2     3 – 4 min.

 Masala Chai
 India · Summer

Black tea with mixed spices
India at its best. A strong Assam and exotic spices –  
everything a good Chai needs.  
Ingredients: black tea (47 %), ginger, anise, black pepper-
corns, cloves, cinnamon, fennel
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19820 2     3 – 4 min.

 Ceylon Decaffeinated
Ceylon · FOP · Autumn
A carefully and gently decaffeinated Ceylon tea full  
of typical fruity and rich liveliness. 
Ingredient: decaffeinated black tea
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

**protected geographical indication 
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  20090 2     3 – 4 min.

 Classic Orange Pekoe
Ceylon · OP · Summer
A powerfully aromatic leaf blend from the renowned  
plantations of the Uva and Dimbula districts.  
Ingredient: black tea
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  6850 2     3 – 4 min.

 English Breakfast
Ceylon · FBOP · Summer
A gentle Ceylon tea with the unmistakeable sparkling  
and lively flavour of the island.  
Ingredient: black tea
250 g aroma protection sachet (4 sachets per sales unit) 

  19710 2     3 – 4 min.

 High-Grown Ceylon
Ceylon · OP · Summer
This premium, typically delicately crisp and aromatic tea  
is harvested at an altitude of 2000 m in Nuwara Eliya.  
Ingredient: black tea
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19770 2     3 – 4 min.

 Pu-Erh Selection
China · FOP · Summer
An fascinating tea from Yunnan with its own unmistakeable, 
powerful flavour and dark-red cup colour.  
Ingredient: black tea*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19780 2     3 – 4 min.

 Tarry Lapsang
China · FOP · Autumn
Smoky Souchong, dried over burning pinewood, lends this 
tea its smokily spicy aroma.  
Ingredients: black tea, smoke
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

Flavoured black tea 

  6880 2     3 – 4 min.

 Earl Grey
India · TGFOP · Autumn
Flavoured black tea with bergamot flavour
A delicate flowery autumn plucking blended with the  
refreshing citrus aroma of bergamot.
Ingredients: black tea, flavouring
250 g aroma protection sachet (4 sachets per sales unit) 

  20320 2     3 – 4 min.

 Assam Earl Grey
India · TGFOP1 · Summer
Flavoured black tea with bergamot flavour
An organic tea of a very special kind à la Earl Grey:  
an exquisitely malty Assam note with a lively and fresh  
dash of bergamot.
Ingredients: black tea*, natural bergamot oil*,  
red cornflower blossoms*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

 level     slightly heaped     heaped        brewing time
Portion per teapot 0.4 l (2–3 cups)

DE-ÖKO-003
Certified organic by LACON GmbH *from organic production

new new
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Flavoured black tea 

  19220 2     3 – 4 min.

 Irish Whiskey-Cream
India · FOP · Summer
Flavoured black tea with whiskey and chocolate flavour
This malty Assam tea effuses a flamboyant fragrance  
of whiskey with a breath of cocoa.
Ingredients: black tea, flavourings, cocoa husk (2 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (3 sachets per sales unit) 

  19240 2     3 – 4 min.

 Strawberry Fields
India · OP · Summer
Flavoured black tea with strawberry flavour
Delicate pieces of strawberry lend this well-balanced  
Ceylon India tea its sparkling sweetness.  
Ingredients: black tea*, natural flavouring,  
strawberry pieces* (3 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19200 2     3 – 4 min.

 Vanille (Vanilla)
India · FOP · Summer
Flavoured black tea with vanilla flavour
An exquisite Assam composition with the sweet aroma  
of genuine Bourbon vanilla.     
Ingredients: black tea, flavouring, vanilla pieces (1 %),  
marigold flowers
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19730 2     3 – 4 min.

 Wintermärchen® 

 (Winter Fairy Tale)
India · FOP · Summer
Flavoured black tea with spices and orange-cinnamon flavour
The familiar fragrance of Christmas spices such as anise,  
cinnamon, cloves with strong teas from India.
Ingredients: black tea (91 %), flavourings, star anise (1 %),  
rose petals, orange peel (1 %), cinnamon pieces (1 %),  
clove (1 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (3 sachets per sales unit) 

  19210 2     3 – 4 min.

 Mango Dream
Ceylon · OP · Autumn
Flavoured black tea with mango flavour
An exclusive Ceylon India tea blended with the powerful, 
full-bodied aroma of sun-ripened mangoes.  
Ingredients: black tea, mango pieces (mango, sugar)  (3 %),  
flavouring, marigold flowers, safflowers
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19330 2     3 – 4 min.

 Wild Cherry
Ceylon · OP · Autumn
Flavoured black tea with cherry flavour 
An extravagantly blended India tea with the full aroma  
of sun-ripened Japanese wild cherries. 
Ingredients: black tea, cherry pieces (4 %), flavouring
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20030 2     3 – 4 Min.

 Shangrila
Java/Ceylon/India · OP · Autumn
Flavoured black tea with babaco flavour
A full-bodied tea blend with the mystical babaco fruit and  
its pineapple-kiwi-plum aroma.  
Ingredients: black tea, flavouring, pineapple pieces (pine-
apple, sugar) (1 %), papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), rose  
petals, marigold flowers, cornflowers
100 g aroma protection sachet (3 sachets per sales unit) 

  22350 2     3 – 4 min.

 Golden Milk Tea
Colombia
Flavoured blend of black tea and turmeric with cream flavour
Aromatic turmeric and the delicate note of cream make for  
a unique and most delicious black tea blend. Enjoy it the  
ayurvedic way with a little milk.  
Ingredients: black tea* (58 %), turmeric* (30 %), liquorice root*, 
cinnamon pieces*, natural flavouring
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

new

 level     slightly heaped     heaped        brewing time
Portion per teapot 0.4 l (2–3 cups)
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  20110 2     3 – 4 min.

 Red Roses
China · Summer
Flavoured blend of black and green tea with rose flavour
Soft rose leaves and jasmine blossoms with select fine 
China teas – mild, flowery and harmonious.  
Ingredients: black tea (93 %), green tea (4 %),  
rose petals (3 %), flavouring, jasmine flowers
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

Oolong tea 

  19130 2     2 – 3 min.

 Tie Guan Yin
China · Spring
Exceptionally mild green Chinese oolong tea, with  
a subtle flowery and sweet taste.
Ingredient: oolong tea
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

Flavoured oolong tea 

  20200 2    2 – 3 min.

 Milky Oolong
China · Spring
Flavoured oolong tea with cream flavour
Chinese Tie Guan Yin, a green-style oolong with a creamily 
delicate flavour.
Ingredients: oolong tea, flavouring
100 g aroma protection sachet (3 sachets per sales unit) 

  20160 2     3 – 4 min.

 Oolong Peach
China/India · Autumn
Flavoured composition of oolong and black tea with apricot 
and peach flavour 
The delight of an exceptional oolong with the fragrance  
of apricots and peaches.   
Ingredients: oolong tea (70 %), black tea (23 %), flavourings, 
peach pieces (peach, rice flour) (3 %), sunflowers, safflowers
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

Green tea 

  6810 2     2 – 3 min.

 Greenleaf
India · KGFOP1 · Summer
A delicate flowery green tea from the Indian highlands. 
Ingredient: green tea*
250 g aroma protection sachet (4 sachets per sales unit) 

  6780 2     2 – 3 min.

 Fancy Sencha
China · Sencha · Summer
A premium large-leafed Sencha – refined tartness 
with a breath of sweetness.  
Ingredient: green tea*
250 g aroma protection sachet (4 sachets per sales unit) 

  19060 2     2 – 3 min.

  Green Dragon 
Lung Ching
China · Spring
A rare pleasure for tea connoisseurs when the typical light 
tartness of green tea joins with a flurry of freshness.  
Ingredient: green tea*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20530 2    2 – 3 min.

 Green Harmony
China · Spring
This organic tea from Hunan is low in tannins and has a 
gentle, rounded note with a lingering aftertaste. 
Ingredient: green tea*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19010 2    2 – 3 min.

 Green Keemun Leaf
China · Spring
This truly exquisitely mild and aromatic tea from Anhui  
is firmly rooted in the tea traditions of China.
Ingredient: green tea
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

new

DE-ÖKO-003
Certified organic by LACON GmbH *from organic production
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Green tea 

  19070 2     2 – 3 min.

 Jasmine Gold 
China · Spring
Green tea with jasmine flavour
Delicate jasmine blossoms diffuse their gentle fragrance 
over a summer China green tea.    
Ingredient: green tea
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19420 2     2 – 3 min.

 Moroccan Mint
China · Spring
Green tea with curled mint
The renowned Gunpowder pellets melded with fresh mint.
Ingredients: green tea* (75  %), curled mint leaves* (25  %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20550 2    2 – 3 min.

 Wokou Garden
China · Spring
This fragrant tea is carefully hand-crafted to accentuate  
the delicate sweetness of spring.  
Ingredient: green tea*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  22370 2     2 – 3 min.

 Sencha Chiran
Japan · Sencha · Summer
This sencha from the small, old city Chiran in Japan has im-
pressive glossy, green leaves, a brilliant green cup colour and 
a fresh flowery flavour.
Ingredient: green tea*
50 g aroma protection sachet (10 sachets per sales unit) 

Flavoured green tea 

  20300 2     2 – 3 min.

 Fruity Sencha
China · Sencha · Summer
Flavoured blend of green tea and fruit pieces with rhubarb 
and strawberry flavour
The perfect mixture: sencha with a fruity, creamy rhubarb 
and strawberry note.
Ingredients: green tea (85 %), root liquorice, flavouring,  
strawberry pieces (3 %), rhubarb pieces (2 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  6890 2     2 – 3 min.

 Morgentau®
China · Sencha · Summer
Flavoured green tea with mango and citrus flavour
A fascinating tea composition with Sencha, flower petals 
and the subtle fruity flavour of mango and lemon.  
Ingredients: green tea, flavourings, rose petals, marigold  
flowers, cornflowers
250 g aroma protection sachet (4 sachets per sales unit) 

  19350 2     2 – 3 min.

 Snow White´s Dream
China · Sencha · Summer
Flavoured green tea with marzipan-coconut and cinnamon 
flavour
The subtle flavour of marzipan on summer Sencha melds 
with the sweetness of coconut and cinnamon.
Ingredients: green tea, flavourings, coconut flakes (3 %),  
cinnamon pieces (1 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (3 sachets per sales unit) 

  19410 2     2 – 3 min.

 Peach Blossom 
China · Summer
Flavoured green tea with fruit pieces and peach flavour
Sun-ripened fruit pieces envelope delicately tart Sencha 
with a subtle peach aroma.   
Ingredients: green tea (80 %), mango pieces (mango, sugar), 
peach pieces (peach, rice flour) (7 %), flavouring, rose petals
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 
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  21050 2    5 – 8 min.

 Feel Beauty
Wellness Collection – Ayurveda 
True beauty comes from within. An ethereal union of  
delicate vanilla and oriental spice.
Ingredients: yarrow*, turmeric*, coriander seeds*,  
marjoram*, thyme*, rosehip peel*, marigold petals*, rose  
petals*, camomile petals*, sage leaves*, vanilla pod* (2 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  21060 2    5 – 8 min.

 Free Your Mind
Wellness Collection – Ayurveda 
Simply tune out. A dreamy symphony of herbs, spices and 
the delicate note of liquorice.
Ingredients: turmeric*, thyme*, anise*, peppermint*, root  
liquorice*, basil*, cloves*, ginger*, blue mallow petals*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20000 2     5 – 8 min.

 Fruity Camomile
Bitter-sweet camomile complemented with aromatic  
orange peel.
Ingredients: camomile flowers (95 %), orange peel (5 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

 

  20480 2    5 – 8 min.

 Ginger Affair
Spicy ginger and fragrant lemon myrtle - an unlikely couple, 
yet in perfect harmony.
Ingredients: ginger* (92 %), lemon myrtle*  (8 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

White tea 

  19080 2    2 – 3 min.

 White Yunnan Silver Tips
China · Spring
Withered in the sun, this handcrafted, white-leafed tea has 
a delicately flowery, sweet aroma.  
Ingredient: white tea*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

Flavoured white tea 

  20020 2    2 – 3 min.

 Pai Mu Tan & Melon
China · Spring
Flavoured white tea with melon flavour 
The delicate aroma of melons lends the renowned  
Pai Mu Tan its typically fine sweetness.    
Ingredients: white tea, flavouring
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

Herbal infusion 

  19480 2     5 – 8 min.

  Ayurveda Herbs & Ginger 
Wellness Collection – Ayurveda 
Inner warmth. A perfectly balanced herbal blend to activate 
all the senses.
Ingredients: ginger (35 %), anise, fennel, liquorice root, lemon 
grass, black peppercorns, cinnamon pieces, camomile flowers, 
sweet blackberry leaves, rose petals, lemon verbena
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20450 3    5 – 8 min.

 Bergkräuter 
                 (Herbs Swiss Style)

Delicate lemon balm, a subtle note of anise and a breath of 
thyme – as fragrant, flavoursome and fresh as the morning 
mountain air.
Ingredients: melissa* (20 %), anise* (15 %), coriander*, thyme* (14 %), 
buckhorn*, apple mint*, yarrow*, marigold flowers*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

Always pour freshly boiling water (100 °C) over the infusion and 
leave to brew at least for the recommended time. Only this way can 
you be sure of a delicious and perfectly fresh cup of tea.

 level     slightly heaped     heaped        brewing time
Portion per teapot 0.4 l (2–3 cups)

DE-ÖKO-003
Certified organic by LACON GmbH *from organic production
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  21080 2     5 – 8 min.

  Light My Flame  

Wellness Collection – Ayurveda 
Kindle your inner fire. With spicy ginger, fruity lemon  
and refreshing mint. 
Ingredients: ginger* (25 %), lemon peel* (20 %), black  
peppercorns*, anise*, peppermint* (10 %), coriander seeds*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20540 2     5 – 8 min.

  Magic Africa  
(Classic Rooibos)
South Africa 
Rooibos from the South African Cape region, highly aromatic 
and full-bodied in flavour.
Ingredient: rooibos*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19510 3     5 – 8 min.

 Morning Star
A fresh mixture of herbs for the perfect start of the day. 
Ingredients: rose hip peel*, peppermint*-, blackberry*-,  
strawberry*-, raspberry leaves*, marigold*-, rose petals*, 
blue mallow flowers*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20580 2    5 – 8 min.

 Natural Herbs
Wellness Collection
A beautifully harmonious organic herbal blend, fresh  
and aromatic
Ingredients: lemon grass*, apple pieces*, strawberry leaves*, 
fennel seeds*, anise seeds*, peppermint leaves*, camomile 
flowers*, lemon balm leaves*, silver lime flowers*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  22360 2    5 – 8 min.

 Nordlicht 
 (Northern Lights)

The forecast for today: bright and herbal spells with a nor-
thern mix of freshness and tranquillity.  
Ingredients: anise seeds*, fennel seeds*, eucalyptus*-,  
peppermint leaves*, sallow thorn*, elderberry petals*,  
blue mallow flowers*, sunflowers*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

Herbal infusion 

  21040 2    5 – 8 min.

 Keep on Going
Wellness Collection – Ayurveda 
Concentrated staying power. A snappy kick with herbs and 
oriental spices.
Ingredients: rosemary*, cardamom*, cinnamon pieces*, 
sage leaves*, coriander leaves*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20220 2     5 – 8 min.

 Lavender Harmony
Wellness Collection
Lavender, thyme and lemon myrtle to help gain inner  
balance.
Ingredients: green rooibos (83 %), lemon myrtle (6 %), sweet 
blackberry leaves, thyme (3 %), lavender blossoms (2 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19630 2     5 – 8 min.

 Lemon Grass
A herbal infusion with the distinctive citrus flavour of  
lemon grass.
Ingredient: lemon grass
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  21070 2    5 – 8 min.

 Let it Go
Wellness Collection – Ayurveda 
Green tea and herbal infusion blend
Let go and enjoy. A green tea rich in character and gentle 
spices.
Ingredients: green tea* (55 %), cumin*, nettle leaves*, 
anise*, fennel*, lemon peel*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

Always pour freshly boiling water (100 °C) over the infusion and 
leave to brew at least for the recommended time. Only this way can 
you be sure of a delicious and perfectly fresh cup of tea.

 level     slightly heaped     heaped        brewing time
Portion per teapot 0.4 l (2–3 cups)

DE-ÖKO-003
Certified organic by LACON GmbH *from organic production
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DE-ÖKO-003 
EU-/non-EU-Agriculture
Certified organic by LACON GmbH

A dash of Nordic serenity

This herbal composition makes us dream
of the rough and wonderful Nordic nature
and of the pleasure of drinking a warming
cup of aromatic tea.   

*from organic production

22360 

Nordlicht 
(Northern Lights)
Herbal infusion
The forecast for today: bright and herbal spells 
with a northern mix of freshness and tranquillity.
Ingredients: ginger*, fennel seeds*, eucalyptus*-, 
peppermint leaves*, sallow thorn*, elderberry 
petals*, blue mallow flowers*, sunflowers* 

*from organic production

Nordlicht
Northern Lights
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Herbal infusion 

  19650 2     5 – 8 min.

 Original Rooibos
South Africa
The national beverage of South Africa: the full-bodied  
aromatic herbal infusion from the red bush (Rooibos).
Ingredient: rooibos
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19680 2     5 – 8 min.

 Peppermint
A delicious herbal infusion with fresh coolness of menthol.
Ingredient: peppermint leaves
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19670 2     5 – 8 min.

 Pure Camomile
An aromatic infusion with whole camomile blossoms  
to accentuate its typical and tartly flowery touch.
Ingredient: camomile flowers
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20010 2     5 – 8 min.

 Refreshing Mint
The typical flavour of mint with a new dimension in fresh- 
ness with lemon grass.
Ingredients: peppermint leaves (90 %), lemon grass (10 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  21030 2    5 – 8 min.

 Stay in Balance
Wellness Collection – Ayurveda 
Take time out from everyday life. Indulging moments with a 
delicate note of chocolate and sweet lavender.
Ingredients: date pieces (date, rice flour)*, fenugreek seeds*, 
cocoa peel* (17 %), cinnamon pieces*, lemon verbena*,  
elderberry blossoms*, coconut flakes*, sage leaves*,  
blackberry leaves*, lavender blossoms* (4 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19620 3     5 – 8 min.

 Sweet Nana
A delicious mint with a fresh, sweet and aromatic flavour.
Ingredient: curled mint leaves*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 
 

  19690 2     5 – 8 min.

 Verveine
The aromatic verbena has a delicate, citrus-like taste.
Ingredient: lemon verbena
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19520 3     5 – 8 min.

 Vita Fit
Wellness Collection
A surprising mixture with rooibos, balm and a sparkle  
of citrus.
Ingredients: rooibos* (26 %), lemon grass* (25 %),  
lemon verbena* (25 %), blackberry leaves*,  
lemon balm leaves* (5 %), sunflowers*, cornflowers*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20620 2    5 – 8 min.

 Wellness
Wellness Collection
A delicious experience with Rooibos, mint and anise.
Ingredients: rooibos* (40 %), anise* (10 %), fennel seeds*, 
curled mint leaves* (10 %), orange peel*, cinnamon pieces*, 
blackberry leaves*, lemon grass*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 
 

Always pour freshly boiling water (100 °C) over the infusion and 
leave to brew at least for the recommended time. Only this way can 
you be sure of a delicious and perfectly fresh cup of tea.

 level     slightly heaped     heaped        brewing time
Portion per teapot 0.4 l (2–3 cups)

DE-ÖKO-003
Certified organic by LACON GmbH *from organic production
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Flavoured herbal infusion 

  19470 2     5 – 8 min.

 Chill Out with Herbs 
Wellness Collection
Flavoured herbal infusion with orange-cream flavour
Time for relaxation with rooibos, balm and a delicate  
orange-cream taste.
Ingredients: rooibos (73 %), sweet blackberry leaves, flavourings, 
lemon balm leaves (7 %), marigold flowers, cornflowers
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19460 2     5 – 8 min.

 Equilibrium
Wellness Collection
Flavoured herbal infusion with honey flavour
Rooibos, camomile and the taste of honey will make for  
good spirits.
Ingredients: rooibos (59 %), honeybush (10 %), flavouring,  
lemon balm leaves, camomile flowers (5 %), fennel seeds,  
anise seeds (5 %), sweet blackberry leaves, ginseng
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19560 3     5 – 8 min.

 Fruits of Paradise®
Flavoured herbal infusion with jackfruit flavour 
Honeybush and the taste of jackfruit, mango, pineapple  
and papaya convey a taste of paradise.
Ingredients: honeybush (92 %), flavourings, pineapple pieces 
(pineapple, sugar) (1 %), mango pieces (mango, sugar) (1 %), 
papaya pieces (papaya, sugar) (1 %), black currant leaves, 
marigold flowers
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19490 2     5 – 8 min.

 Life & Beauty 
Wellness Collection
Flavoured herbal infusion with passion fruit flavour 
Herbal infusion with the sweetness of tropical fruits and  
the zing of lemon verbena. 
Ingredients: lemon verbena (44 %), papaya pieces (papaya, 
sugar) (28 %), silver lime flowers, flavourings, sunflowers, 
blue mallow flowers, rose petals
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20230 2     5 – 8 min.

 Rooibos Balance
Wellness Collection
Flavoured herbal infusion with maqui berry flavour
Green rooibos with maqui berry – harmoniously balanced, 
fruity and fresh.
Ingredients: green rooibos (58 %), papaya pieces (papaya, 
sugar), elderberries, natural flavouring, sweet blackberry leaves, 
elderberry blossoms, rose petals, blue mallow blossoms
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20610 2     5 – 8 min.

 Rooibos Cream Orange
South Africa
Flavoured herbal infusion with vanilla and orange flavour
A full-bodied rooibos with a creamy, delicate vanilla flavour 
and the taste of ripe oranges. 
Ingredients: rooibos (89 %), flavouring, orange peel (4 %),  
vanilla pieces (0,4 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (3 sachets per sales unit) 

  19550 3     5 – 8 min.

 Strawberry & Cream
South Africa 
Flavoured herbal infusion with strawberry and cream flavour
Green rooibos from the Cape, blended with pieces of  
strawberry and a delicate cream note.
Ingredients: green rooibos (94 %), flavourings, strawberry 
pieces (2 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19540 2     5 – 8 min.

 Vanilla Rooibos
South Africa 
Flavoured herbal infusion with vanilla flavour 
The highly popular South African rooibos, flavoured with the 
richness of creamy vanilla.
Ingredients: rooibos (95 %), flavouring, vanilla pieces (1 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 
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Flavoured 
fruit and herbal infusion 

  22340 3     8 – 10 min.

 Basil Strawberrita
Flavoured blend of fruit infusion and herbal infusion  
with basil and strawberry flavour
Sweet strawberries meet balmy basil – a delicious mix  
evoking the lightness and freshness of summer.
Ingredients: apple pieces* (35 %), basil* (19 %), lemon grass*, 
hibiscus*, strawberry pieces* (9 %), natural flavouring,  
marigold flowers*, marjoram* 
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19500 2     5 – 8 min.

 Light & Fit
Wellness Collection
Flavoured fruit and herbal infusion with apple  
and citrus flavour
A mild mix of herbs and a delicious fruit flavour.
Ingredients: apple pieces (53 %), flavourings, acidifier: citric 
acid, maté, sweet blackberry leaves, nettle, safflowers,  
sunflowers, cornflowers
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

Fruit infusion 

  20570 2     8 – 10 min.

 Pure Fruit
Wellness Collection
Pure fruit with a tingling, juicy flavour.
Ingredients: apple pieces*, rose hip peel*, hibiscus*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19700 2     8 – 10 min.

 Rose Hip Delight
A fruity infusion from the wild rose bushes in Chile with  
a typical, mildly tart note.
Ingredient: rose hip peel
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

Flavoured fruit infusion 

  19950 2     8 – 10 min.

  Almond Dreams
Flavoured fruit infusion with sugared almond flavour
This infusion reminds of a stroll around a Christmas  
market with its familiar fragrances of apples, almonds  
and cinnamon.
Ingredients: apple pieces (57 %), hibiscus, almond pieces (9 %), 
cinnamon pieces (6 %), flavouring
100 g aroma protection sachet (3 sachets per sales unit) 

  19920 2     8 – 10 min.

 Apple Fantasies
Flavoured fruit infusion with apple flavour 
Apple dreams come true with this lively infusion with the 
freshness of lemon grass and the flavour of citrus fruits.
Ingredients: apple pieces* (75 %), rose hip peel*, hibiscus*,  
natural flavouring, lemon grass* (1 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

Always pour freshly boiling water (100 °C) over the infusion and 
leave to brew at least for the recommended time. Only this way can 
you be sure of a delicious and perfectly fresh cup of tea.

 level     slightly heaped     heaped        brewing time
Portion per teapot 0.4 l (2–3 cups)

DE-ÖKO-003
Certified organic by LACON GmbH *from organic production
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  20370 2     8 – 10 min.

  Fresh Raspberry
Flavoured fruit infusion with a sweet woodruff and  
raspberry flavour
Mingling sweet woodruff with delicately fruity raspberries 
makes for a beautifully fresh flavoured and fragrant fruit  
infusion.  
Ingredients: apple pieces*, rosehip peel*, hibiscus*, lemon 
grass*, natural flavouring, raspberry pieces* (3 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19450 2     8 – 10 min.

 Get the Power
Wellness Collection
Flavoured fruit infusion with currant flavour
This fruit infusion has a character: thanks to exquisite fruits, 
cola nut and red currant.
Ingredients: hibiscus, apple pieces, sweet blackberry leaves, 
cola nut seeds (8 %), elderberry, flavourings, orange peel
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19990 3     8 – 10 min.

 Granny’s Garden®
Flavoured fruit infusion with rhubarb and cream flavour
Made with fruity fresh rhubarb and rounded off with the  
delicate sweetness of vanilla. 
Ingredients: apple pieces, hibiscus, rose hip peel, pineapple 
pieces (pineapple, sugar), papaya pieces (papaya, sugar),  
flavourings, marigold flowers, mango pieces (mango, sugar), 
rhubarb pieces (1 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20470 2     8 – 10 min.

 Juicy Apple
Flavoured fruit infusion with apple flavour
The sweetness of juicy, sun-kissed apples with a tantalising 
fragrance.
Ingredients: apple pieces (72 %), white hibiscus, sweet 
blackberry leaves, roasted chicory root, flavourings
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20630 2     8 – 10 min.

 Lemon Fresh
Flavoured fruit infusion with lemon flavour
A superb and fruity infusion with the delicate scent  
of citrus.
Ingredients: apple pieces*, sweet blackberry leaves*,  
roasted chicory root*, natural flavouring, rose hip peel*, 
lemon grass* (3 %), lemon peel* (1 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19910 2     8 – 10 min.

 Plum & Cinnamon
Flavoured fruit infusion with plum and cinnamon flavour    
Plums melded with elderberries, apple, pineapple  
and cinnamon.
Ingredients: hibiscus, elderberries (30 %), apple pieces,  
currants, plum pieces (plum, rice flour) (5 %), pineapple pieces 
(pineapple, sugar) (4 %), cinnamon pieces (3 %), flavourings
100 g aroma protection sachet (3 sachets per sales unit) 

  22330 2     8 – 10 min.

 Pure Happiness
Flavoured fruit infusion with moringa and  
pomegranate flavour
The fruity notes of apple and orange go beautifully with 
exotic and tart pomegranate and the subtle spiciness of  
moringa leaves – a sheer delight for the taste buds.
Ingredients: apple pieces (51 %), moringa leaves (23 %),  
pomegranate pieces (13 %), orange pieces (8 %), flavourings, 
orange juice pieces (3 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20080 2     8 – 10 min.

 Raspberry Royal
Flavoured fruit infusion with raspberry flavour
Summer raspberries fresh from the garden unfold their 
aroma and make this an infusion fit for royalty.
Ingredients: rose hip peel, hibiscus, elderberry, apple pieses, 
natural flavouring, raspberry pieces (3 %), orange peel, rose petals
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 
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Flavoured fruit infusion 

  19870 2     8 – 10 min.

 Red Fruit
Flavoured fruit infusion with raspberry and cherry flavour
Fruitily tangy berries – an infusion just like a homemade  
red fruit jelly.
Ingredients: elderberry, hibiscus, currant, black currants,  
natural flavouring, bilberry
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19880 2     8 – 10 min.

 Soft Peach
Flavoured fruit infusion with vanilla and peach flavour
The delicate, soft taste of peaches blended with vanilla.  
Ingredients: apple pieces, hibiscus, rose hip peel, peach 
pieces (peach, rice flour) (5 %), flavourings, marigold petals, 
rooibos, rose petals, cinnamon pieces
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19980 3     8 – 10 min.

 Sport Cup®
Flavoured fruit infusion with strawberry, orange and mango
An exotic blend of strawberry, mango and orange with 
a tangy hint of lemongrass.
Ingredients: pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), hibiscus, 
rose hip peel, lemon grass (10 %), elderberry, flavourings, 
cornflowers, strawberry pieces, marigold flowers
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20840 2     8 – 10 min.

 Sweet Berries
Flavoured fruit infusion with strawberry and raspberry flavour
A full-bodied mixture with the sweetness of juicy fruits.
Ingredients: hibiscus, apple pieces, rosehip peel, sweet 
blackberry leaves, flavourings, raspberries (5 %), orange peel, 
rose petals
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20100 2     8 – 10 min.

 Sweet Kiss
Flavoured fruit infusion with strawberry and kiwi flavour
Strawberries, pineapples and kiwis unfold their summer-rich 
aromas in this unusual fruit cocktail infusion.
Ingredients: hibiscus, apple pieces, rose hip peel, elderberry, 
pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar) (12 %), orange peel,  
flavourings, strawberry pieces (2 %), rose petals
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20170 2     8 – 10 min.

 Tangy Lemon®
Flavoured fruit infusion with lemon flavour 
Sparkling, fruity lemon freshness that tingles on the tongue.
Ingredients: apple pieces, sweet blackberry leaves, acidifier: 
citric acid, flavourings, lemon peel (6 %), rose hip peel,  
roasted chicory root, sunflowers, lemon grass (4 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20250 3     8 – 10 min.

 Vital Grapefruit
Wellness Collection
Flavoured fruit infusion with grapefruit flavour
Feel the freshness - with a lemony note and the taste  
of grapefruit.
Ingredients: apple pieces, rose hip peel, sweet blackberry 
leaves, flavourings, lemon peel (7 %), acidifier: citric acid,  
roasted chicory root, lemon grass, hibiscus, rose petals
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

new

Always pour freshly boiling water (100 °C) over the infusion and 
leave to brew at least for the recommended time. Only this way can 
you be sure of a delicious and perfectly fresh cup of tea.

 level     slightly heaped     heaped        brewing time
Portion per teapot 0.4 l (2–3 cups)
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Hot winter joys
Revival of a classic: hot tea with rum! 

Recipe tip

Ginger Swing
Ingredients: 

1 tsp of loose tea Ayurveda Herbs & Ginger 
(or 1 LeafCup® Ayurveda Herbs & Ginger)

20 ml brown rum
20 ml ginger syrup

10 ml lime juice
Decoration: 1 slice of ginger

Preparation: 
Brew 200 ml of Ayurveda Herbs & Ginger tea  

and allow to infuse for 5 minutes.  
Add the rum, ginger syrup and lime juice  
and stir well. Serve with a slice of ginger.
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The world of hospitality and the wellness trend have become inseparable. 

Nowadays your guests are looking for havens of tranquillity: a few hours 

away from the daily hustle and bustle, a relaxing weekend or an energising 

holiday. This is why many hotels have created an atmosphere of well-being 

and spa areas for their guests. Ronnefeldt’s collection of wellness teas and 

matching accessories add the finishing touch to every wellness programme.

The experience of total well-being

Wellness Collection
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Wellness Collection 

  22350 2    3 – 4 min.

 Golden Milk Tea
Colombia
Flavoured blend of black tea and turmeric with cream flavour
Aromatic turmeric and the delicate note of cream make for  
a unique and most delicious black tea blend. Enjoy it the  
ayurvedic way with a little milk.  
Ingredients: black tea* (58 %), turmeric* (30 %),  
liquorice root *, cinnamon pieces*, natural flavouring
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  21070 2    5 – 8 min.

 Let it Go
Ayurveda
Green tea and herbal infusion blend
Let go and enjoy. A green tea rich in character and gentle 
spices.
Ingredients: green tea* (gunpowder) (55 %), cumin*, nettle 
leaves*, anise*, fennel*, lemon peel*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19480 2     5 – 8 min.

  Ayurveda Herbs & Ginger  
Ayurveda
Herbal Infusion 
Inner warmth. A perfectly balanced herbal blend to activate 
all the senses.
Ingredients: ginger (35 %), anise, fennel, liquorice root, lemon 
grass, black peppercorns, cinnamon pieces, camomile flowers, 
sweet blackberry leaves, rose petals, lemon verbena
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  21050 2    5 – 8 min.

 Feel Beauty
Ayurveda
Herbal Infusion 
True beauty comes from within. An ethereal union of  
delicate vanilla and oriental spice.
Ingredients: yarrow*, turmeric*, coriander seeds*,  
marjoram*, thyme*, rosehip peel*, marigold petals*, rose  
petals*, camomile petals*, sage leaves*, vanilla pod* (2 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  21060 2    5 – 8 min.

 Free Your Mind
Ayurveda
Herbal Infusion 
Simply tune out. A dreamy symphony of herbs, spices and 
the delicate note of liquorice.
Ingredients: turmeric*, thyme*, anise*, peppermint*, root  
liquorice*, basil*, cloves*, ginger*, blue mallow petals*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  21040 2    5 – 8 min.

 Keep on Going
Ayurveda
Herbal Infusion 
Concentrated staying power. A snappy kick with herbs and 
oriental spices.
Ingredients: rosemary*, cardamom*, cinnamon pieces*, 
sage leaves*, coriander leaves*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20220 2     5 – 8 min.

  Lavender Harmony  
Herbal Infusion 
Lavender, thyme and lemon myrtle to help gain inner  
balance.
Ingredients: green rooibos (83 %), lemon myrtle (6 %), sweet 
blackberry leaves, thyme (3 %), lavender blossoms (2 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  21080 2     5 – 8 min.

  Light My Flame  
Ayurveda
Herbal Infusion 
Kindle your inner fire. With spicy ginger, fruity lemon  
and refreshing mint. 
Ingredients: ginger* (25 %), lemon peel* (20 %), black  
peppercorns*, anise*, peppermint* (10 %), coriander seeds*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20580 2    5 – 8 min.

 Natural Herbs
Herbal Infusion
A beautifully harmonious organic herbal blend, fresh  
and aromatic
Ingredients: lemon grass*, apple pieces*, strawberry leaves*, 
fennel seeds*, anise seeds*, peppermint leaves*, camomile 
flowers*, lemon balm leaves*, silver lime flowers*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  21030 2    5 – 8 min.

 Stay in Balance
Ayurveda
Herbal Infusion 
Take time out from everyday life. Indulging moments with a 
delicate note of chocolate and sweet lavender.
Ingredients: date pieces (date, rice flour)*, fenugreek seeds*, 
cocoa peel* (17 %), cinnamon pieces*, lemon verbena*,  
elderberry blossoms*, coconut flakes*, sage leaves*,  
blackberry leaves*, lavender blossoms* (4 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 
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  19500 2    5 – 8 min.

 Light & Fit
Flavoured fruit and herbal infusion with apple  
and citrus flavour
A mild mix of herbs and a delicious fruit flavour.
Ingredients: apple pieces (53 %), flavourings, acidifier: citric 
acid, maté, sweet blackberry leaves, nettle, safflowers,  
sunflowers, cornflowers
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20570 2     8 – 10 min.

 Pure Fruit
Fruit Infusion 
Pure fruit with a tingling, juicy flavour.
Ingredients: apple pieces*, rose hip peel*, hibiscus*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19450 2    8 – 10 min.

 Get the Power
Flavoured fruit infusion with currant flavour
This fruit infusion has a character: thanks to exquisite fruits, 
cola nut and red currant.
Ingredients: hibiscus, apple pieces, sweet blackberry leaves, 
cola nut seeds (8 %), elderberry, flavourings, orange peel
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  22330 2     8 – 10 min.

 Pure Happiness
Flavoured fruit infusion with moringa and  
pomegranate flavour
The fruity notes of apple and orange go beautifully with 
exotic and tart pomegranate and the subtle spiciness of  
moringa leaves – a sheer delight for the taste buds.
Ingredients: apple pieces (51 %), moringa leaves (23 %),  
pomegranate pieces (13 %), orange pieces (8 %), flavourings, 
orange juice pieces (3 %)
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20250 3    8 – 10 min.

 Vital Grapefruit
Flavoured fruit infusion with grapefruit flavour
Feel the freshness - with a lemony note and the taste  
of grapefruit.
Ingredients: apple pieces, rose hip peel, sweet blackberry 
leaves, flavourings, lemon peel (7 %), acidifier: citric acid,  
roasted chicory root, lemon grass (5 %), hibiscus, rose petals
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19520 3     5 – 8 min.

 Vita Fit
Herbal Infusion
A surprising mixture with rooibos, balm and a sparkle of citrus.
Ingredients: rooibos* (26 %), lemon grass* (25 %),  
lemon verbena* (25 %), blackberry leaves*,  
lemon balm leaves* (5 %), sunflowers*, cornflowers*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20620 2    5 – 8 min.

 Wellness
Herbal Infusion 
A delicious experience with Rooibos, mint and anise.
Ingredients: rooibos* (40 %), anise* (10 %), fennel seeds*, 
curled mint leaves* (10 %), orange peel*, cinnamon pieces*, 
blackberry leaves*, lemon grass*
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19470 2     5 – 8 min.

 Chill Out with Herbs
Flavoured herbal infusion with orange-cream flavour
Time for relaxation with rooibos, balm and a delicate  
orange-cream taste..
Ingredients: rooibos (73 %), sweet blackberry leaves, flavourings, 
lemon balm leaves (7 %), marigold flowers, cornflowers
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19460 2     5 – 8 min.

  Equilibrium
Flavoured herbal infusion with honey flavour
Rooibos, camomile and the taste of honey will make for  
good spirits.
Ingredients: rooibos (59 %), honeybush (10 %), flavouring,  
lemon balm leaves, camomile flowers (5 %), fennel seeds,  
anise seeds (5 %), sweet blackberry leaves, ginseng
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  19490 2     5 – 8 min.

  Life & Beauty  
Flavoured herbal infusion with passion fruit flavour 
Herbal infusion with the sweetness of tropical fruits and  
the zing of lemon verbena. 
Ingredients: lemon verbena (44 %), papaya pieces (papaya, 
sugar) (28 %), silver lime flowers, flavourings, sunflowers, 
blue mallow flowers, rose petals
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

  20230 2    5 – 8 min.

 Rooibos Balance
Flavoured herbal infusion with maqui berry flavour
Green rooibos with maqui berry – harmoniously balanced, 
fruity and fresh.
Ingredients: green rooibos (58 %), papaya pieces (papaya, 
sugar), elderberries, natural flavouring, sweet blackberry leaves, 
elderberry blossoms, rose petals, blue mallow blossoms
100 g aroma protection sachet (6 sachets per sales unit) 

Always pour freshly boiling water (100 °C) over the infusion and 
leave to brew at least for the recommended time. Only this way can 
you be sure of a delicious and perfectly fresh cup of tea.

 level     slightly heaped     heaped        brewing time
Portion per teapot 0.4 l (2–3 cups)

DE-ÖKO-003
Certified organic by LACON GmbH *from organic production
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Tea-Caddy® 

Leaf tea perfectly portioned for the teapot
It tastes like leaf tea and it is leaf tea, but portioned to serve in a teapot:

This is our Tea-Caddy®, a special Ronnefeldt creation. The tea comes

in a large filter where the leaves can completely unfold and release their

full flavour. 

Benefits at a glance:

  The same exquisite quality as in loose tea

  The perfect quantity for a 0.4 l teapot

  Large selection of tea varieties for your guests

  Variety indicators assist choosing the right tea

  Product information in several languages

  More self-service for guests, less work for your staff

  Perfect for breakfast, in the restaurant or for room service



Tea-Caddy®Tea-Caddy®30

13020 Black tea  2 – 3 min.

 Spring Darjeeling**
India · FTGFOP · Spring
A premium tea with a gentle and delicately flowery aroma.
Ingredient: black tea*. Portion 3.9 g

13030 Black tea  3 – 4 min.

 Darjeeling** Summer Gold
India · FTGFOP · Summer
This summer plucking has a flowery elegance and  
a deliciously well-balanced aroma.
Ingredient: black tea*. Portion 3.9 g

13040 Black tea  3 – 4 min.

 Assam Bari 
 Irish Breakfast

India · GFBOP · Summer
An extravagant broken with a multitude of golden tips and 
the richest of aromas: strong, spicy and malty.
Ingredient: black tea. Portion 3.9 g

13050 Black tea  3 – 4 min.

 English Breakfast
Ceylon · FBOP · Summer
Full-bodied, delicately tart tea with a sparkling flavour  
from the Uva district to the east of the island.
Ingredient: black tea. Portion 3.9 g

13060 Flavoured black tea  3 – 4 min. 
 with bergamot flavour

 Earl Grey
India · TGFOP · Autumn
A delicate flowery autumn plucking blended with the  
refreshing citrus aroma of bergamot.
Ingredients: black tea, flavouring. Portion 3.9 g

13190   Flavoured oolong tea   2 – 3 min. 
with cream flavour

 Milky Oolong
China · Spring
Chinese Tie Guan Yin, a green-style oolong with  
a creamily delicate flavour.
Ingredients: oolong tea, flavouring. Portion 3.9 g 
Sales unit: 5 x 15 Tea-Caddy® 

13080   Green tea   2 – 3 min.

  Greenleaf
India · KGFOP1 · Summer
A delicate flowery green tea from the Indian highlands.
Ingredient: green tea*. Portion 3.9 g

13130   Green tea   2 – 3 min.

    Green Dragon  
Lung Ching
China · Spring
A rare pleasure for tea connoisseurs when the typical light 
tartness of green tea joins with a flurry of freshness.
Ingredient: green tea. Portion 3.9 g

13120 Green tea with jasmine flavour  2 – 3 min.

 Jasmine Gold
China · Spring
Delicate jasmine blossoms diffuse their gentle fragrance 
over a summer China green tea.
Ingredient: green tea. Portion 3.9 g

**protected geographical indication

DE-ÖKO-003
Certified organic by LACON GmbH *from organic production

Tea-Caddy® Sales unit: 5 x 20 Tea-Caddy® /100 portions

Always pour freshly boiling water (100 °C) over the infusion and 
leave to brew at least for the recommended time. Only this way can 
you be sure of a delicious and perfectly fresh cup of tea.
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13160   Herbal infusion   5 – 8 min.

 Verveine
The aromatic verbena has a delicate, citrus-like taste.
Ingredient: lemon verbena. Portion 2 g, 5 x 15 pieces

13100 Herbal infusion   5 – 8 min. 

 Wellness
A delicious experience with Rooibos, mint and anise. 
Ingredients: rooibos* (40 %), anise* (10 %), fennel seeds*,  
curled mint leaves* (10 %), orange peel*, cinnamon pieces*, 
blackberry leaves*, lemon grass*. Portion 3.9 g

13110   Flavoured herbal infusion   5 – 8 min. 
with vanilla-orange flavour

 Rooibos Cream Orange
A full-bodied rooibos from South Africa with a creamy and 
delicate vanilla flavour and the verve of ripe oranges.
Ingredients: rooibos (89 %), flavouring, orange peel (4 %),  
vanilla pieces (0,4 %). Portion 3.9 g

13010   Flavoured fruit infusion   8 – 10 min. 
with lemon flavour

 Lemon Fresh
A superb and fruity infusion with the delicate scent of citrus.
Ingredients: apple pieces*, sweet blackberry leaves*,  
roasted chicory root*, natural flavouring, rose hip peel*, 
lemon grass* (3 %), lemon peel* (1 %). Portion 5 g

13090   Flavoured fruit infusion   8 – 10 min. 
with strawberry and raspberry flavour

 Sweet Berries
A full-bodied mixture with the sweetness of juicy fruits.
Ingredients: hibiscus, apple pieces, rosehip peel, sweet 
blackberry leaves, flavourings, raspberries (5 %), orange peel, 
rose petals.  Portion 3.9 g

13070   Flavoured green tea   2 – 3 min.  
with mango-citrus flavour

 Morgentau®
China · Sencha · Summer
A fascinating tea composition with large-leafed Sencha and 
subtle fruit aromas and petals.
Ingredients: green tea, flavourings, rose petals, marigold  
flowers, cornflowers. Portion 3.9 g

13200   Herbal infusion   5 – 8 min.

 Ayurveda Herbs & Ginger
Inner warmth. A perfectly balanced herbal blend to activate 
all the senses.
Ingredients: ginger (35 %), anise, fennel, liquorice root, lemon 
grass, black peppercorns, cinnamon pieces, camomile  
flowers, sweet blackberry leaves, rose petals, lemon verbena.  
Portion 4.2 g, 5 x 15 pieces

13000   Herbal infusion      5 – 8 min.

 Bergkräuter
Herbs Swiss Style 
Lemon balm, anise and thyme – as fresh and fragrant  
as the morning mountain air.
Ingredients: lemon balm* (20 %), anise* (15 %), coriander*, 
thyme* (14 %), buckhorn*, apple mint*, yarrow*,  
marigold flowers*. 
Portion 3.7 g. 5 x 12 pieces

13150   Herbal infusion   5 – 8 min.

 Fruity Camomile
Bitter-sweet camomile complemented with aromatic  
orange peel.
Ingredients: camomile flowers (95 %), orange peel (5 %).  
Portion 2 g, 5 x 15 pieces

13140   Herbal infusion   5 – 8 min.

 Refreshing Mint
The typical flavour of mint with a new dimension in  
freshness with lemon grass.
Ingredients: peppermint leaves (90 %), lemon grass (10 %) 
Portion 2 g
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Ronnefeldt iced teas are quickly and easily  
prepared and can be refrigerated. 

Be inspired by our recipe tips to create your own 
homemade iced tea and turn summertime into 
tea time.

EASY ICED TEA

For further preparation tips, please 
contact your tea consultant.

Iced Tea Pitcher (Single-Serve) 
315 ml 
9121
from Leonardo  
Made of glass, single-walled 
heat-resistant, hand made 
Capacity: 315 ml 
Sales unit = 6 pieces

Iced Tea Glas Rock 
540 ml
9123
from Leonardo  
Made of glass, single-walled 
Capacity: 540 ml 
Sales unit = 4 pieces

Iced Tea Pitcher Rock 
1.5 l
45
from Leonardo  
Made of glass, single-walled 
Capacity: 1.5 l 
Sales unit = 1 piece

Iced Tea Dispenser 
12 l
44
Made of plastic & stainless steel  
dishwasher adapted 
including flavouring container 
Capacity: 12 l 
build up measures: approx. 57 x Ø 33.5 cm 
Sales unit = 1 piece

Table tent
99547
printed double-sided (English, German) 
Dimensions: ca. 18 x 14 cm 
Sales unit = 1 piece

Recipe sheet
99549
DIN A4 format, laminated, 
printed double-sided,
with 10 recipe tips

ACCESSORIES & PROMOTION

GREAT TASTE WITH LITTLE EFFORT
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2 X LEAFCUP®1 X TEA-CADDY® 4 TBSP LOOSE TEA

PREPARATION
Dose for 1 portion (Single-Serve)

BREWING ICE TEA SERVING
Use the double-walled 
Mini-Pitcher (Single-
Serve) to brew the right 
dose. Please note the 
brewing time!

Fill a glass (ca. 0,5 l) with 
ice cubes completely to 
the top and add the other 
ingredients.

Pour hot tea over ice 
cubes and stir slightly.

Decorate with fresh fruit 
and serve.

Assam Bari 

Sweet Berries

+
2cl vodka
1cl lemon juice
1 tbsp cane sugar

+

1cl grenadine syrup
1cl lemon juice+ +

RUSSIAN ICE (ALCOHOLIC)

SUMMERSPLASH (NON-ALCOHOLIC)
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LeafCup®
Leaf tea perfectly portioned for a cup
High-quality leaf tea produced using the orthodox method, ready-portioned

and sealed for aroma protection. This useful idea created by Ronnefeldt is

the result of our long-standing experience in the world of hospitality.

The filter is large enough for the tea leaves to rapidly and completely

unfold and release their unique flavour.  

Benefits at a glance:

  The same exquisite quality as in loose tea

  The perfect quantity for a cup or mug

  Large selection of tea varieties for your guests

  Variety indicators assist choosing the right tea

  Product information in several languages

  More self-service for guests, less work for your staff

  Ideal for restaurant, bar and café, bankett, wellness, room-service
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13520 Black tea  3 – 4 min.

 Darjeeling** Summer Gold
India · FTGFOP · Summer
This outstanding summer plucking has a flowery elegance 
and a deliciously well-balanced aroma.
Ingredient: black tea*. Portion 2.5 g

13600 Black tea  3 – 4 min.

 Assam Bari  
 Irish Breakfast

India · GFBOP · Summer
An extravagant broken with a multitude of golden tips and 
the richest of aromas: strong, spicy and malty.
Ingredient: black tea. Portion 2.6 g

13510 Black tea  3 – 4 min.

 English Breakfast
Ceylon · FBOP · Summer
A gentle Ceylon tea with the unmistakeable sparkling  
and lively flavour of the island.
Ingredient: black tea. Portion 2.2 g

13640 Black tea with mixed spices  5 min.

 Masala Chai
Ayurveda 
India · Summer
India at its best. A strong Assam and exotic spices –  
everything a good Chai needs.
Ingredients: black tea (47 %), ginger, anise, black peppercorns, 
cloves, cinnamon pieces, fennel. Portion 4.3 g

13500  Flavoured black tea  3 – 4 min. 
with bergamot flavour

 Earl Grey
India · TGFOP · Autumn
A delicate flowery autumn plucking blended with the  
refreshing citrus aroma of bergamot.  
Ingredients: black tea, flavouring . Portion 2.3 g

LeafCup® Sales unit: 6 x 15 LeafCup®/ 90 portions

13540  Green tea   2 – 3 min.

 Green Dragon  
 Lung Ching

China · Spring
A rare pleasure for tea connoisseurs when the typical light 
tartness of green tea joins with a flurry of freshness.
Ingredient: green tea. Portion 2.4 g

13670  Green tea with jasmine flavour   2 – 3 min.

Jasmine Gold
China · Spring
The gentle flavour of freshly plucked jasmine petals  
blended with delicate China tea.
Ingredient: green tea. Portion 2.3 g

13650 Green tea with curled mint  3 – 4 min.

 Moroccan Mint
The renowned Gunpowder pellets melded with fresh mint.
Ingredients: green tea* (75 %), curled mint leaves* (25 %) 
 Portion 2.4 g

13530  Flavoured green tea   2 – 3 min. 
with mango-citrus flavour

 Morgentau®
China · Sencha · Summer
An outstanding creation with the richness of Sencha and  
delicate flower petals from exotic fruits.
Ingredients: green tea, flavourings, sunflowers, rose petals, 
cornflowers. Portion 2.5 g

13620  Herbal infusion   5 – 8 min.

 Ayurveda Herbs & Ginger
Ayurveda
Inner warmth. A perfectly balanced herbal blend to  
activate all the senses.
Ingredients: ginger (35 %), anise, fennel, liquorice root, 
lemon grass, black peppercorns, cinnamon pieces, camomile 
flowers, sweet blackberry leaves, rose petals, lemon verbena  
Portion 2.8 g

**protected geographical indication

DE-ÖKO-003
Certified organic by LACON GmbH *from organic production

Always pour freshly boiling water (100 °C) over the infusion and 
leave to brew at least for the recommended time. Only this way can 
you be sure of a delicious and perfectly fresh cup of tea.
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13710 Herbal infusion  5 – 8 min.

 Bergkräuter
Herbs Swiss Style
Lemon balm, anise and thyme – as fresh and fragrant as the 
morning mountain air.
Ingredients: lemon balm* (20 %), anise* (15 %), coriander*, 
thyme* (14 %), buckhorn*, apple mint*, yarrow*, marigold flowers*. 
Portion 2.0 g

13560  Herbal infusion   5 – 8 min.

 Fruity Camomile
Bitter-sweet camomile complemented with aromatic  
orange peel.
Ingredients: camomile flowers (95 %), orange peel (5 %).  
Portion 1.4 g

13550  Herbal infusion   5 – 8 min.

 Refreshing Mint
The typical flavour of mint with a new dimension in  
freshness with lemon grass.
Ingredients: peppermint leaves (90 %), lemon grass (10 %)  
Portion 1.4 g

13610  Herbal infusion   5 – 8 min.

 Verveine
The aromatic verbena has a delicate, citrus-like taste.
Ingredient: lemon verbena  
Portion 1.2 g

13580   Herbal infusion  5 – 8 min. 

 Wellness
A delicious experience with rooibos, mint and anise. 
Ingredients: rooibos* (40 %), anise* (10 %), fennel seeds*,  
curled mint leaves* (10 %), orange peel*, cinnamon pieces*, 
blackberry leaves*, lemon grass*. Portion 3.0 g

13720 Flavoured herbal infusion   5 – 8 min. 
 with ginger pieces and lemon flavour

 Magic Moringa
Enchants with its delicate and finely spiced herbal flavour,  
a lemon note and a breath of ginger.
Ingredients: ginger* (42 %), Moringa leaves* (32 %), cinna-
mon pieces*, lemon zest* (6 %), basil*, sage leaves*, natural 
flavouring, lavender flowers*. Portion 3.0 g

13590  Flavoured herbal infusion   5 – 8 min. 
with vanilla-orange flavour 

 Rooibos Cream Orange
A full-bodied rooibos with a creamy, delicate vanilla flavour 
and the taste of ripe oranges.
Ingredients: rooibos (89 %), flavouring, orange peel (4 %),  
vanilla pieces (0,4 %). Portion 3 g

13700 Fruit infusion  8 – 10 min.

 Rosy Rose Hip
The classic rose hip and hibiscus fruit infusion crowned  
with a delicate and subtle dash of roses. 
Ingredients: rose hip peel*, (60 %), hibiscus* (35 %),  
rose petals* (5 %)  
Portion 2.8 g

13660  Flavoured fruit infusion  8 – 10 min.  
with citrus flavour

 Lemon Fresh
A superb and fruity infusion with the delicate scent of citrus.
Ingredients: apple pieces*, sweet blackberry leaves*,  
roasted chicory root*, natural flavouring, rose hip peel*, 
lemon grass* (3 %), lemon peel* (1 %).  Portion 3.2 g

13570  Flavoured fruit infusion with   8 – 10 min. 
strawberry and raspberry flavour

 Sweet Berries
A full-bodied mixture with the sweetness of juicy fruits.
Ingredients: hibiscus, apple pieces, rosehip peel, sweet 
blackberry leaves, flavourings, raspberries (5 %), orange peel, 
rose petals. Portion 3.2 g

13690  Flavoured fruit infusion   8 – 10 min. 
with almond and cinnamon flavour

 Winter Harmony
A delicious, well balanced fruit infusion with an aromatic  
taste of almonds and cinnamon.
Ingredients: hibiscus, apple pieces, rose hip peel,  
sweet blackberry leaves, raspberry pieces, cinnamon pieces 
(4 %), flavourings, orange peel, rose petals.  Portion 3.2 g
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DE-ÖKO-003
Certified organic by LACON GmbH *from organic production

Always pour freshly boiling water (100 °C) over the infusion and 
leave to brew at least for the recommended time. Only this way can 
you be sure of a delicious and perfectly fresh cup of tea.

13640 Black tea with mixed spices  5 min.

 Masala Chai
India · Summer
India at its best. A strong Assam and exotic spices –  
everything a good Chai needs.
Ingredients: black tea (47 %), ginger, anise, black peppercorns, 
cloves, cinnamon pieces, fennel. Portion 4.3 g

13730 Green tea and herbal infusion blend  5 – 8 min.

 Let it Go
Ayurveda. Let go and enjoy. A green tea rich in character  
and gentle spices.
Ingredients: green tea* (55 %), cumin*, nettle leaves*, anise*, 
fennel*, lemon peel* 
Portion 2.0 g

13620  Herbal infusion   5 – 8 min.

 Ayurveda Herbs & Ginger
Ayurveda. Inner warmth. A perfectly balanced herbal blend to 
activate all the senses.
Ingredients: ginger (35 %), anise, fennel, liquorice root, 
lemon grass, black peppercorns, cinnamon pieces, camomile 
flowers, sweet blackberry leaves, rose petals, lemon verbena  
Portion 2.8 g

13740 Herbal infusion  5 – 8 min.

 Light My Flame
Ayurveda. Kindle your inner fire. With spicy ginger, fruity 
lemon and refreshing mint.
Ingredients: ginger* (25 %), lemon peel* (20 %), black pepper-
corns*, anise*, peppermint* (10 %), coriander seeds*  
Portion 3.0 g

13760 Herbal infusion  5 – 8 min.

 Keep on Going
Ayurveda. Concentrated staying power. A snappy kick with 
herbs and oriental spices.
Ingredients: rosemary*, cardamom*, cinnamon pieces*, sage 
leaves*, coriander leaves*. Portion 2.0 g

13750 Herbal infusion  5 – 8 min.

 Stay in Balance
Ayurveda. Take time out from everyday life. Indulging mo-
ments with a delicate note of chocolate and sweet lavender.
Ingredients: date pieces (date, rice flour)*, fenugreek seeds*, 
cocoa peel* (17 %), cinnamon pieces*, lemon verbena*,  
elderberry blossoms*, coconut flakes*, sage leaves*,  
blackberry leaves*, lavender blossoms* (4 %) 
Portion 2.0 g

13580   Herbal infusion  5 – 8 min. 

 Wellness
A delicious experience with rooibos, mint and anise. 
Ingredients: rooibos* (40 %), anise* (10 %), fennel seeds*,  
curled mint leaves* (10 %), orange peel*, cinnamon pieces*, 
blackberry leaves*, lemon grass*. Portion 3.0 g

13720 Flavoured herbal infusion   5 – 8 min. 
 with ginger pieces and lemon flavour

 Magic Moringa
Enchants with its delicate and finely spiced herbal flavour,  
a lemon note and a breath of ginger.
Ingredients: ginger* (42 %), Moringa leaves* (32 %), cinnamon 
pieces*, lemon zest* (6 %), basil*, sage leaves*, natural  
flavouring, lavender flowers*. Portion 3.0 g

LeafCup® Wellness and Ayurveda 
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A true energizer

Recipe tip

Keep on Going

Ayurveda Emerald
Ingredients: 

1 LeafCup® Keep on Going or
1 tsp of loose tea Keep on Going

20 ml Blue Curacao Syrup (non-alcoholic)
20 ml caramel syrup
60 ml peach nectar 

90 ml cranberry juice
Tonic water or sparkling wine

Preparation: 
Brew 160 ml of Keep on Going tea and allow to  

infuse for 6 minutes. Mix it up with the syrups and 
juices and pour it in a glass filled with ice cubes. 

Refine with a shot of tonic water or  
sparkling wine and serve.

13760  

Keep on Going
Herbal infusion
Ayurveda. Concentrated staying power. A snappy kick 
with herbs and oriental spices.
Ingredients: rosemary*, cardamom*, cinnamon pieces*, 
sage leaves*, coriander leaves* 

DE-ÖKO-003 
Non-EU-Landwirtschaft
Certified organic by LACON GmbH

*from organic production
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Teavelope® 
The tea bag with flavour protection
This attractive tea bag comes in a sealed sachet, to keep fragrance and flavour in

and moisture out, allowing the tea to retain its individual aroma.

All varieties are in the same exquisite quality and ensure maximum enjoyment.

Get inspired by the delicious Teavelope® teas from Ronnefeldt!

Benefits at a glance:

    Large-pored filter paper for a quick and easy preparation and a maximum of flavour

  Perfect for a cup or a mug

  A knotted string without metal clips

  A large selection of tea varieties for your guests

  Product information in several languages

  The box with dispenser opening makes it easy to remove a sachet

  More self-service for guests, less work for your staff

  Extremely versatile: perfect for the restaurant, the banquet area or hotel rooms.
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14020  Flavoured black tea   3 – 4 min. 
with bergamot flavour 

 Earl Grey
India · Fannings
A precious black tea blended with the aroma of fresh  
bergamot (lemon); strong and intense.
Ingredients: black tea, flavouring. Portion 1.5 g

16040 Green tea  2 – 3 min.

 Classic Green
China · Fannings · Summer
Enjoy this very special delight – classic green tea with a 
fresh, grassy and mildly tart note, melded with a subtle 
sweetness.
Ingredient: green tea*. Portion 1.5 g

16030 Flavoured green tea   2 – 3 min. 
 with pear and peach flavour

 Green Angel®
China · Fannings
A gentle green tea with its typical tartness and the sweet, 
juicy flavour of pears and peaches.
Ingredients: green tea*, natural flavourings   
Portion 1.5 g

16020  Flavoured green tea with   2 – 3 min. 
jasmine flavour 

 Jasmine Tea
China · Fannings · Summer
Delicate jasmine fragrance over a China green tea  
harvested in the summer.
Ingredients: green tea, flavouring. Portion 1.5 g

14030 Black tea  3 – 4 min.

 Darjeeling**
India · Fannings · Summer
A delicious summer quality tea from the highlands of the  
Himalayas with a richly flowery and mature aroma.
Ingredient: black tea*. Portion 1.5 g

14040 Black tea  3 – 4 min.

 Assam (Irish Breakfast)
India · Fannings · Summer
A typical summer plucking from Assam – strong, malty, 
spicy and highly aromatic.
Ingredient: black tea. Portion 1.5 g

14010 Black tea  3 – 4 min.

 English Breakfast
Ceylon · Fannings · Summer
A dark, typical Ceylon with a tart and lively flavour from  
the island’s east.
Ingredient: black tea. Portion 1.5 g

14050 Decaffeinated black tea   3 – 4 min.

 Decaffeinated
Fannings · Summer
A lively tea, gently decaffeinated for that light and  
enjoyable but full flavour cup of tea.
Ingredient: decaffeinated black tea. Portion 1.5 g

**protected geographical indication

Teavelope® Sales unit: 6 x 25 Teavelope®/ 150 portions
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15020 Herbal infusion   5 – 8 min.

 Camomile
Fine cut
A herbal infusion with the typical tartly aromatic taste  
of camomile.
Ingredient: camomile flowers. Portion 1.5 g

15050 Herbal infusion  5 – 8 min.

 Mountain Herbs
South Africa · Fine cut
A beautifully harmonious blend of herbs with rooibos and  
the gently refreshing note of lemon grass.
Ingredients: rooibos* (34 %), lemon grass* (13 %),  
blackberry leaves*, spearmint*,  fennel*, anise*,  
orange peel*, cinnamon*, liquorice root*. Portion 1.5 g

15090 Herbal infusion  5 – 8 min.

 Fennel
Fine cut
An aromatic herbal infusion with the characteristic,  
mildly sweet flavour of fennel.
Ingredient: fennel*. Portion 2.5 g 

15010  Herbal infusion   5 – 8 min.

 Peppermint
Fine cut
An unique flavour, with a wealth of freshness that comes 
from its natural menthol.
Ingredient: peppermint leaves. Portion 2.0 g

15040  Herbal infusion   5 – 8 min.

 Verbena
Fine cut
An unusual herbal infusion with many essential oils  
and the fine taste of lemons.
Ingredient: lemon verbena. Portion 1.7 g

15030 Herbal infusion   5 – 8 min.

  Silver Lime Blossom
Fine cut
Delicate blossoms with the mild and creamy sweetness  
of honey – deliciously aromatic with essential oils. 
Ingredient: silver lime flowers. Portion 1.5 g

 
PL-EKO-01 *from organic production

Always pour freshly boiling water (100 °C) over the infusion and 
leave to brew at least for the recommended time. Only this way can 
you be sure of a delicious and perfectly fresh cup of tea.
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15100 Herbal infusion   5 – 8 min.

 Sweet Ginger
Fine cut
The delightful spiciness of ginger crowned with the fruitily 
sweet note of apple.
Ingredients: apple pieces (48 %), sweet blackberry leaves,  
ginger (18 %), white hibiscus, curcuma root, galangal root,  
black pepper. Portion 2.0 g

15080  Flavoured herbal infusion   5 – 8 min. 
with vanilla flavour 

 Rooibos Vanilla
South Africa · Fine cut
Sweetly creamy vanilla accentuates the rich flavour of this 
South African herbal infusion.
Ingredient: rooibos (99 %), flavouring. Portion 1.5 g

16500  Flavoured herbal infusion   5 – 8 min. 
with orange and caramel flavour

 Winterdream®

South Africa · Fine cut
Rich rooibos with the aroma of winter spices, creamy  
caramel and oranges.
Ingredients: rooibos (60 %), sweet blackberry leaves, flavourings, 
cinnamon pieces, orange peel (5 %), cloves. Portion 1.5 g

15000  Fruit infusion   8 – 10 min.

 Rose Hip
Fine cut
A classic fruit infusion, finely balanced with sun-ripened  
rose hips and aromatic hibiscus.
Ingredients: rose hip peel* (60 %), hibiscus* (40 %)  
Portion 2.5 g

15110   Flavoured fruit infusion   8 – 10 min. 
with tropical fruit flavour 

 Copa Cabana®
Fine cut
The delicious sweet fragrance of tropical fruits will take you 
away on an exotic journey to the Copacabana.
Ingredients: rose hip peel*, apple pieces*, hibiscus*, orange 
peel*, natural flavourings, sweet blackberry leaves*, liquorice 
root*, chicory root*. Portion 2.5 g

15070   Flavoured fruit infusion   8 – 10 min. 
with lemon flavour 

 Lemon Sky®
Fine cut
The fruity explosion of freshness: lively and lemony with  
apples and lemon grass.
Ingredients: apple pieces (68 %), sweet blackberry leaves,  
roasted chicory root, natural flavouring, rose hip peel, lemon 
grass (2 %), lemon peel (2 %), acidifier: citric acid, acidifier: 
malic acid. Portion 2.0 g

15060   Flavoured fruit infusion with   8 – 10 min. 
strawberry and raspberry flavour 

 Red Berries
Fine cut
The sweet fragrance of ripe berries lends this fruit infusion 
the precious flavour that only a sunny summer can bring.
Ingredients: apple pieces, hibiscus, flavourings, acidifier:  
citric acid, rose hip peel. Portion 2.5 g

 
PL-EKO-01 *from organic production

Teavelope® Sales unit: 6 x 25 Teavelope®/ 150 portions

new

Always pour freshly boiling water (100 °C) over the infusion and 
leave to brew at least for the recommended time. Only this way can 
you be sure of a delicious and perfectly fresh cup of tea.

Teavelope®44
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Teavelope ® Copa Cabana®

The sweet taste of summer!

Iced Tea Recipes

Ingredients: 
3 Teavelope® Copa Cabana® 

18 cl passionfruit juice
2 cl vanilla syrup

Decoration: 1 slice of starfruit

Ingredients: 
3 Teavelope® Copa Cabana®

18 cl peach juice
2 cl coconut syrup

Decoration: coconut chips

Coco Beach

Ingredients: 
3 Teavelope® Copa Cabana® 

18 cl Schweppes Russian Wild Berry
2 cl vanilla syrup

Decoration: strawberry
Also delicious with aperitif Lillet Blanc!

Wild Jungle
Tropical Passion

Preparation: 

Brew up 3 Teavelope® Copa Cabana® in a double-walled
# 9121 Mini-Pitcher (315 ml). Allow to infuse for 8–10
minutes. Fill a # 9123 Iced Tea Tumbler Rock with ice
cubes. Pour the hot infusion over the ice cubes.
Add the rest of the ingredients and stir.
Enjoy!
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SimpliciTea® 
New tea experiences at the touch of a button
A small capsule, but great tea: Enjoy your tea-moment. Ronnefeldt will sweep you and 

your guests away in new, fascinating world of tea. Experience modern-style tea preparation 

with SimpliciTea®. Designed for tea connoisseurs and tea novices as well, our teas in cap-

sule form promise supreme enjoyment in reliable Ronnefeldt quality. SimpliciTea® is the 

easy and quick way to prepare a good cup of tea.

Your benefits with SimpliciTea®:

   Easy Tea: Nothing could be easier – a touch of a button is sufficient

 Little Time: Immediate enjoyment – at any time of day

   Great Flavour: Excellent tea – from the best tea leaves, herbs and fruit pieces

   Application areas: guest room, executive lounge, conference room or reception area
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26100  Black tea

My Strong Assam Swing 
India · Fannings
Spicy, powerful black tea with a well-balanced, malty note.  
Our tea tasters recommend: the espresso alternative − the  
ultimate taste sensation for a good start of your day with tea. 
Ingredient: black tea. Portion per serving: 4 g

26110 Flavoured black tea with bergamot flavour

My Earl Grey Break 
India · Fannings
Aromatic, bold black tea combined with the lemony, fresh  
flavour of bergamot. A vivacious interpretation of this classic. 
Ingredients: black tea, flavouring. Portion per serving: 3 g

26120 Flavoured green tea with mango-passion fruit flavour

My Tropical Green Tea Float 
Fannings
The exotic appeal of fruity mango and passion fruit in fascinating  
harmony with green tea. A delicate, tropical romance. 
Ingredients: green tea, flavourings, mango and passion fruit juice granulates  
Portion per serving: 3 g

26130 Herbal infusion

My Fresh Peppermint Heaven 
Fine cut
The pure essence of peppermint‘s fresh flavour captured in a  
tea capsule. A pure and highly aromatic explosion of flavour.
Ingredient: peppermint. Portion per serving: 2 g

26140 Flavoured herbal infusion with ginger and lemon flavour

My Ginger & Lemon Breeze 
Fine cut
The fruity, succulent note of lemon meets the tingly heat of ginger.  
Become part of the hot romance between aromatic lemon and daring ginger.
Ingredients: ginger, lemon grass, rooibos, flavourings, lemon peel  
Portion per serving: 2 g

26150 Flavoured fruit infusion with pomegranate flavour

My Sweet Pomegranate Delight 
Fine cut
The irresistible fruit of the gods − the pomegranate. Its enticing, fruity flavour  
is perfectly rounded off with a subtle and pleasant sweetness. A fruit explosion  
in the tea capsule - sheer enjoyment at any time of the day.
Ingredients: apple pieces, hibiscus, rose hip peel, orange peel, flavourings,  
liquorice root, pomegranate fruit juice granulate. Portion per serving: 2.5 g

Sales Unit:  
8 x 10 SimpliciTea®  
tea capsule

Sales Unit:  
8 x 10 SimpliciTea®  
tea capsule

Sales Unit:  
8 x 10 SimpliciTea®  
tea capsule

Sales Unit:  
8 x 10 SimpliciTea®  
tea capsule

Sales Unit:  
8 x 10 SimpliciTea®  
tea capsule

Sales Unit:  
8 x 10 SimpliciTea®  
tea capsule

SimpliciTea® assortment 
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Remove the
aroma seal

insert capsule & 
Press Lungo Button

Enjoy your
tea moment



50 Iced Selection®

Your benefits with Iced Selection®:

  Premium-quality, delicious organic iced teas without sugar

  Quick and easy to use

  To be enjoyed straight from the package or poured in a glass

  A unique refreshment for your guests

  Can be used as a basis for special drink creations such as cocktails, longdrinks

  Additional sales opportunity for the summer season

Iced Selection® 
Summer-fresh Iced Tea as a ready-to-drink

Accessories and Promotion
Iced Selection® glass 
475 ml
9124
from Leonardo  
Made of glass, single-walled 
Capacity:  475 ml 
Sales unit = 12 pieces  

Iced Tea Pitcher Rock 
1.5 l
45
from Leonardo  
Made of glass, single-walled 
Capacity: 1.5 l 
Sales unit = 1 piece  

Glass straws
9125
from Leonardo  
Made of glass 
Length: 20 cm 
Sales unit = 12 pieces  
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 cranberry 
flirts with tea

ginger loves 
black tea

12 kcal/
100 ml

14 kcal/
100 ml

Iced Selection® Cranberry
6100

Organic fruit infusion drink with cranberry juice made from cranberry  
juice concentrate, ready-to-drink.
Ingredients: fruit infusion (water, rosehip*, hibiscus petals*, blueberries*, 
blackcurrants*, elderberries*, apple*) (92.5 %), agave syrup* (4 %),  
cranberry juice made from cranberry juice concentrate* (3.5 %) 
Sales unit = 8 x 0.5 l  

Iced Selection® Ginger & Lime
6000

Organic black tea and ginger drink with lime juice made from lime  
juice concentrate, ready-to-drink.
Ingredients: infusion of black tea and ginger (water, black tea*, ginger*) (95 %), 
agave syrup* (3.3 %), lime juice from lime juice concentrate* (1.7 %) 
Sales unit = 8 x 0.5 l  

AT-BIO-301 
Non-EU-Agriculture

*from certified organic production

new
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Matcha 
The emerald green jewel
Matcha (mat = ground; cha = tea) is a finely ground green tea that is an

important part of the Japanese tea ceremony. As early as 800 years ago

it was made by Buddhist monks who used it for their meditation rituals.

Only a few dozen tea farmers have the extensive knowledge required for

producing this unique variety. Four weeks before plucking the tea fields

that have been selected for Matcha are shaded with big nets so that the

leaves are becoming especially tender and delicious. After the harvest

the precious leaves are carefully steamed and dried; the veins and stems

are thoroughly removed. At this stage, the so-called Tencha is slowly  

ground into a superfine, emerald green powder. Now Matcha is ready to be 

prepared. After pouring water on the powder the mixture is frothed up with 

a bamboo whisk. The result is a wonderfully creamy and rich green tea.

Today this historic, bright emerald beverage has been re-discovered and

is highly appreciated by a growing number of tea connoisseurs. Whether

you serve Matcha in the traditional way or as a trendy Matcha Latte, you

will surprise your guests with a unique and exquisite experience. Ronnefeldt

has all the utensils that you need for preparing and serving Matcha –

in authentic Japanese style and premium quality.
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Matcha Premix  
32110

Japan · Spring
Matcha tea beverage premix
Matcha Premix - ideal for making superbly delicious Matcha cocktails  
fast and easily, for example a Matcha Latte.
Ingredients: sugar*, Japanese Matcha green tea (20 %)*,  
stabiliser: fruit pectin 
Sales unit = 4 x 200 g 
 

Matcha Horai  
20340

Japan · Spring
This matcha is very mild and sweet with a gentle and pleasant 
aftertaste – an exquisite pleasure for all Matcha fans.
Ingredient: green tea* 
Sales unit = 1 x 30 g
  

Matcha bowl 
„Ayu“ (the beauty)  
8950
(Chawan)
for 300 ml 
Sales unit = 1 piece

Matcha bowl  
„Makkuro“  
(as black as pitch)  
8951
(Chawan)
for 300 ml 
Sales unit = 1 piece

Tea scoop  
8931
Tea spoon (Chashaku)
approx. 20 cm long,
made of bamboo

Bamboo whisk  
8932
With 80 bristles (Chasen),
made of bamboo 

Whisk shaper  
8933
Porcelain, black
for bamboo whisk 

DE-ÖKO-003
Certified organic by LACON GmbH *from organic production

Matcha tea and accessories 

new

new

Matcha bowl  
„Nyoko“ (precious stone)  
8952
(Chawan)
for 300 ml 
Sales unit = 1 piece

new
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Matcha bowl  
„Makkuro“  
(as black as pitch)  
8951
(Chawan)
for 300 ml 
Sales unit = 1 piece

Green magic
Matcha Horai & Matcha Premix

Recipe tip Matcha Smoothie
Ingredients: 

1 tsp Ronnefeldt Matcha Premix
½ mango

½ avocado
 ½ banana

3 strawberries 
150 ml coconut water

Decoration: 1 tsp desiccated coconut

Preparation: 
Blend all of the ingredients except the desiccated  
coconut in a mixer. Pour the smoothie in a glass, 

sprinkle it with desiccated coconut and serve.  
Mmmh!

Matcha Zu
Ingredients:

½ tsp Ronnefeldt Matcha Horai
100 ml Gin

400 ml tonic water 
Ice cubes

Preparation: 
Heat up the gin to 70° C, add the Matcha-

tea and whip with a bamboo whisk or a milk 
frother. Let the drink cool down, pour it in  
a glass filled with 2 ice cubes and fill up  

with tonic water.  
Cheers!
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Index
If you have been unable to find the Ronnefeldt product you are looking for in the guide on page 3,
then this index is just what you need. It is the easiest and fastest way to find what you are looking for.
All teas and any other products are listed alphabetically by name.

Almond Dreams  20 
Apple Fantasies  20 
Assam (Irish Breakfast)  42 
Assam Bari Irish Breakfast 10, 30, 36 
Assam Earl Grey  11 
Assam Rambung  10 
Ayurveda Herbs & Ginger 15, 26, 31, 36, 38
 
Bamboo Whisk  54 
Basil Strawberrita  20 
Bergkräuter  15, 31, 37
 
Camomile  43 
Ceylon Decaffeinated  10 
Chill Out with Herbs  19, 27 
Classic Green  42 
Classic Orange Pekoe  11 
Copa Cabana®  44, 45
 
Darjeeling*  42 
Darjeeling* Summer Gold 10, 30, 36 
Decaffeinated  42
 
Earl Grey 11, 30, 36, 42 
English Breakfast 11, 30, 36, 42 
English Morning Tea 10 
Equilibrium 19, 27
 
Fancy Sencha  13 
Feel Beauty  15, 26 
Fennel  43 
Free Your Mind  15, 26 
Fresh Raspberry  21 
Fruits of Paradise®  19 
Fruity Camomile  15, 31, 37 
Fruity Sencha  14
 
Get the Power  21, 27 
Ginger Affair  15 
Glass straws  50 
Golden Milk Tea  12, 26 
Granny’s Garden®  21 
Green Angel®  42 
Green Dragon Lung Ching 13, 30, 36 
Green Harmony 13 
Green Keemun Leaf  14 
Greenleaf  13, 30
 
High-Grown Ceylon  11
 
Iced Selection®  50–51 
Iced Selection® Cranberry  51 
Iced Selection® Ginger & Lime  51 
Iced Selection® Selection glass  
475 ml  50 
Iced Tea Dispenser 12 l  32 
Iced Tea Glas Rock 540 ml  32 
Iced Tea Pitcher 315 ml  32 

Iced Tea Pitcher Rock 1.5 l  32, 50 
Irish Whiskey-Cream  12
 
Jasmine Gold  14, 30, 36 
Jasmine Tea  42 
Juicy Apple  21
 
Keep on Going  16, 26, 38, 39
 
Lavender Harmony  16, 26 
LeafCup®  34–39 
Lemon Fresh  21, 31, 37 
Lemon Grass  16 
Lemon Sky®  44 
Let it Go  16, 26, 38 
Life & Beauty  19, 27 
Light & Fit  20, 27 
Light My Flame 16, 38 
Lose Tea  8–27
 
Magic Africa (Classic Rooibos)  16 
Magic Moringa  37, 38 
Mango Dream  12 
Masala Chai  10, 36, 38 
Matcha  52–55 
Matcha Horai  54 
Matcha Premix  54 
Matcha-Schale Ayu  54 
Matcha-Schale Makkuro  54 
Matcha-Schale Nyoko  54 
Milky Oolong  13, 30 
Morgentau®  14, 31, 36 
Morning Star  16 
Moroccan Mint  14 
Mountain Herbs  43 
My Earl Grey Break SimpliciTea®  48 
My Fresh Peppermint Heaven 
SimpliciTea® 48 
My Ginger & Lemon Breeze  
SimpliciTea® 48 
My Strong Assam Swing SimpliciTea® 48 
My Sweet Pomegranate Delight 
SimpliciTea® 48 
My Tropical Green Tea Float  
SimpliciTea®              48
 
Natural Herbs 16, 26 
Nordlicht 16, 17
 
Oolong Peach  13 
Original Rooibos  18 
Ostfriesen Broken Auslese  10
 
Pai Mu Tan & Melon  15 
Peach Blossom  14 
Peppermint  18, 43 
Plum & Cinnamon  21 
Pu-Erh Selection  11 

Pure Camomile  18 
Pure Fruit  20, 27 
Pure Happiness  21, 27
 
Raspberry Royal  21 
Recipe sheet  32 
Red Berries  44 
Red Fruit  22 
Red Roses  13 
Refreshing Mint 18, 31, 37 
Rooibos Balance  19, 27 
Rooibos Cream Orange  19, 31, 37 
Rooibos Vanilla  44 
Rose Hip  44 
Rose Hip Delight  20 
Rosy Rose Hip  37
 
Shangrila  12 
Silver Lime Blossom 43 
SimpliciTea®   46–49 
Snow White’s Dream  14 
Soft Peach  22 
Sport Cup® 22 
Spring Darjeeling 10, 30 
Stay in Balance 18, 26, 38 
Strawberry & Cream 19 
Strawberry Fields 12 
Sweet Berries 22, 31, 37 
Sweet Ginger 44 
Sweet Kiss 22 
Sweet Nana 18
 
Table tent 32  
Tangy Lemon® 22 
Tarry Lapsang 11 
Tea-Caddy® 28–33 
Tea Scoop 54 
Teavelope® 40–45 
Tie Guan Yin 13
 
Vanilla Rooibos 19 
Vanille 12 
Verbena 43 
Verveine 18, 31, 37 
Vita Fit 18, 27 
Vital Grapefruit 22, 27
 
Wellness 18, 27, 31, 37, 38 
Whisk Shaper 54 
White Yunnan Silver Tips 15 
Wild Cherry 12 
Winter Harmony 37 
Winterdream® 44 
Wintermärchen® 12 
Wokou Garden 14

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
II
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N

O

P

R

S

T

V

W

*protected geographical indication
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Ordering made easy 
Telefax: + 49 69 / 79 30 05- 34 or-5 0
Phone: + 49 69 / 79 30 05-0
Email: info@ronnefeldt.com
J.T.Ronnefeldt KG  |  Kurfürstenplatz 38  |  60486 Frankfurt, Germany

www.ronnefeldt.com
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